Filter or screening methods are often used as a preprocessing step for reducing the number of variables used by a learning algorithm in obtaining a classification or regression model. While there are many such filter methods, there is a need for an objective evaluation of these methods. Such an evaluation is needed to compare them with each other and also to answer whether they are at all useful, or a learning algorithm could do a better job without them. For this purpose, many popular screening methods are partnered in this paper with three regression learners and five classification learners and evaluated on ten real datasets to obtain accuracy criteria such as R-square and area under the ROC curve (AUC). The obtained results are compared through curve plots and comparison tables in order to find out whether screening methods help improve the performance of learning algorithms and how they fare with each other. Our findings revealed that the screening methods were only useful in one regression and three classification datasets out of the ten datasets evaluated.
Introduction
For the past few decades, with the rapid development of online social platforms and information collection technology, the concept of big data grew from a novel terminology in the past to one of the most powerful resources in present day. Especially in recent years, the sample sizes and feature space dimensions of datasets rose to levels beyond precedent. This development poses great challenges for machine learning in extracting the relevant variables and in building accurate predictive models on such large datasets.
One of the most popular machine learning tasks is feature selection, which consists of extracting meaningful features (variables) from the data, with the goal of obtaining better prediction on unseen data, or obtaining better insight on the underlying mechanisms driving the response.
Feature selection methods have grown into a large family nowadays, with T-score [1] , Mutual Information [2] , Relief [3] , Lasso [4] , and MRMR [5] as some of the more popular examples.
There are three categories of feature selection methods: screening methods (a.k.a. filter methods), wrapper methods and embedded methods. The screening methods are independent of the model learned, whereas the other two methods build the model while selecting the features. In this study, we focus our attention on screening methods and would like an unbiased answer to the following questions:
• Do screening methods help to build good predictive models, or comparable models can be obtained without them?
• How do the existing screening methods compare with each other in terms of predictive capabilities, which one is the best and which one is the worst?
To answer these questions, we evaluated different screening methods (three for regression and seven for classification) on ten real datasets, five for regression and five for classification. The screening methods and the datasets will be described in the Methods section, but here we present our main findings. The screening methods themselves cannot provide predictive models. For that purpose, different supervised learning algorithms such as SVM, Feature Selection with Annealing (FSA), Boosted Trees, and Naive Bayes were employed to construct the predictive models on the features selected by the screening methods.
For regression, all but one of the datasets evaluated point to the conclusion that the screening methods are not very useful, in the sense that similar or worse predictive models are obtained using them than without them. The findings are summarized in Table 1 , which shows the number of datasets where a filter method helps an algorithm perform significantly better, and the number of datasets where the screening method helps the best performing learning algorithm for that dataset. For classification, the experiments indicate that the screening methods are useful, in the sense that better predictive models can be obtained using them than without them. The findings are summarized in Table 2 , which shows the number of datasets on which a filter method helps an algorithm perform significantly better, and the number of datasets on which the filter method helps the best performing learning algorithm perform even better. We see that the chi-square score, Gini index and Relief are the three methods that performed best on our classification datasets. Through our comparison study, we intend to provide researchers with a clear understanding of some of the well known screening (filter) methods and their performance of handling high-dimensional real data.
Related Work
The focus of this study is to examine the effect of screening (filter) methods on obtaining good predictive models on high-dimensional datasets. There are several works that compare feature selection methods in the past.
A recent feature selection survey [10] from Arizona State University (ASU) shows a comprehensive feature selection contents, studying feature selection methods from different data type perspectives. The survey is very broad, examining both supervised and unsupervised learning using binary and multi-class data, whereas our study focuses on supervised learning on regression and binary classification problems. The ASU study evaluates many classification datasets, but it does not have our goal of comparing feature screening methods and testing whether they are useful in practice or not. In this respect, we found some issues with the ASU study and we corrected them in this paper. First, the ASU study uses the misclassification error as a measure of the predictive capability of a classifier. The misclassification error is sensitive to the choice of threshold, and is a more noisy measure than the AUC (area under the ROC curve). In our work we used the AUC instead obtained performance curves that have less noise, as it will be seen in experiments. Second, the ASU study obtains the results with 10-fold cross-validation, and it is not averaged over multiple independent runs. In our work we used 40 random splits to further increase the power of out statistical tests. Third, we draw our comparisons and conclusions using statistical methods based on paired t-tests to obtain groups of similarly performing methods. An earlier version of the ASU report is [11] , which is an overview of different types of feature selection methods for classification.
In [12] are evaluated feature selection methods for flat features including filter methods, wrapper methods and embedded methods. However, tests are only conducted on low-dimensional datasets. In contrast we evaluate the filter methods on high dimensional datasets with 500-20,000 features and in many instances with more features than observations. Moreover, our goal is to compare filter methods themselves not the filter-learning algorithm combination, since different datasets could have different algorithms that are appropriate (e.g. linear vs nonlinear). We achieve this goal by employing many learning algorithms and choosing the best one for each filter method and each dataset.
Two other studies of feature selection methods are [13] and [14] . In contrast to our study, they solely focus on unsupervised learning. More studies exist in this field (Guyon and Elisseeff, 2003 [15] , Sanchez-Marono et al.,2007 [16] , Saeys et al.,2007 [17] ).
Methods
Experiments were conducted separately for regression and classification. For regression, the screening methods were Correlation, Mutual Information [2] , and RReliefF [6] . These screening methods were combined with learners including Feature Selection with Annealing (FSA) [18] , Ridge Regression, and Boosted Regression Trees.
For classification, the screening methods were T-score [1] , Mutual Information [2] , Relief [3] , Minimum Redundancy Maximum Relevance (MRMR) [5] , Chi-square score [7] , Fisher score [9] , and Gini index [8] . They were combined with learners including FSA [18] , Logistic Regression, Naive Bayes, SVM, and Boosted Decision Trees.
Among these screening methods, Mutual information, Correlation, Gini index, Fisher-score, Chi-square score and T-score select features individually. In contrast, MRMR requires to calculate the redundancy between the already selected features and the current feature, and Relief requires to calculate the distance between two observations using Euclidean norm so that one can determine the nearest neighbor with the same label and with different labels. The calculation of Euclidean norm involves all the feature value. Consequently, these two methods select features in combination and are slower than the other methods.
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For each dataset, experimental results were obtained as the average of 40 independent runs. For each run, a random subset of 10% of instances was selected as test set and the rest as training set. One of the screening methods mentioned above was used to reduce the dimension of the feature space, then a learning algorithm using different tuning parameters was applied on the selected features to obtain the model. To insure the consistency of the comparison, the number of features that were selected by each screening method was kept the same for each dataset. For each dataset (except Wikiface), 30 different values of the number of selected features were assigned. The R 2 was used as an indicator of performance for the regression problems and the AUC (Area under the ROC curve) was used as an indicator of performance for the classification problems. Plots were used to compare the average performance over of 40 runs of different combinations of screening method and learner. Also for each combination, the optimal number of selected features was selected based on the maximum of the average performance. Pairwise t-tests at the significance level α=0.05 were used to compare between different combinations to see if they are statistically different.
Construction Tables of Groups
Groups of screening method-learner combinations that are not significantly different from each other were constructed as follows (we use paired t-tests to obtain p-values when comparing different methods combinations and set 0.05 as the significance level in our experiment). The screening method-learner combinations are first sorted in descending order of their peak performance. Then starting from the first combination F downward, the last combination in the sequence that is not statistically significantly different from combination F is marked as combination L. All combinations between F and L are put into the same group. The same procedure was used for other combinations along the sequence. All these tables of groups are provided in the Supporting information section.
Construction Comparison Tables
Comparison tables were established based on how many times each screening methodlearner combination appeared of in the group tables. Three kinds of counting methods were applied. 1) The number of datasets where the screening method performed significantly better than no screening for different learning algorithms. For each learning algorithm, it is the number of datasets on which the screening method appeared in higher group tiers than the same learning algorithm without screening. This counting method is used to construct Table 1 and Table 2 except the "Best" column.
2) The number of datasets where the screening method was significantly better than the best performing algorithm with no screening (usefulness per dataset). For each dataset, we checked for each screening method whether it appeared with a learning algorithm in a higher group tier than the best learning algorithm without screening. This counting method is used to construct Table 4 and Table 7 and the "Best" column of Tables 1 and  2 . Column with name "Total Count" is generated from the summation of counts across all datasets for each screening methods.
3) The number of datasets where each filter-learning algorithm combination was in the top performing group (top performing). This counting method is used in Table 5 and  Table 8 . 
Results

Data sets
Five datasets were used for regression and five datasets for classification, with the specific dataset details given in Table 3 . The regression dataset Indoorloc is available on the UCI Machine Learning Repository [27] . The original dataset has longitude and latitude as response. In our study, we only use latitude as response. The dataset Tumor was extracted from TCGA ( The Cancer Genome Atlas). The response of this dataset is the survival time(in days) of the patient, and the predictors represent gene expression levels. The classification datasets Gisette, Dexter, Madelon are part of the NIPS 2003 Feature selection challenge [24] and are also available on the UCI Machine Learning Repository.
The dataset Wikiface is a regression problem of predicting the age of a person based on the person's face image, and was obtained from the Wikiface images [22] . A CNN (Convolutional Neural Network) vgg-face [28] pre-trained for face recognition was applied to each face and the output of the 34-th layer was used to generate a 4096 feature vector for each face. This 4096 dimensional vector was used as the feature vector for age regression, with the age value from the original Wikiface data as the response.
Regression Results
The following results are based on the output generated using a Matlab 2016b [29] implementation of all three screening methods and three learning algorithms.
Performance Plots
For the regression datasets, the plots from Fig. 1 and 2 show the R 2 value vs. the number M i of selected features, where M i = [(4i) τ ], i = 1, ..., 30. The value of τ for each dataset is given in Table 3 .
In Fig 1, left, are shown the R 2 of the best learning algorithm vs. the number of features selected by a screening method for the BMI and tumor datasets. Observe that these datasets are both gene expression datasets with many features and few observations. In Fig 1, right, are shown the R 2 of FSA (the best overall learning algorithm) vs. the number of features selected by a screening method. We see that the screening methods do not improve the performance of the optimal regression learners for the BMI and tumor dataset. The plots on the right show that the screening methods even need to select more features to obtain similar performance to FSA without screening.
In Fig 2, left, are shown the R 2 of the best learning algorithm vs. the number of features selected by a screening method for the other three regression datasets. In Fig 2, right, are shown the R 2 of the best overall learning algorithm in each case (ridge for CoEPrA and Wikiface, boosted trees for Indoorloc) vs. the number of features selected by a screening method. From the plots we observe that the correlation method gives slightly better results than the learning algorithms without screening on the CoEPrA dataset and shows no clear advantage on the other two datasets. The statistical significance of the improvement can be seen in the table of groups from the supplementary information or in the comparison tables below.
Comparison Tables
The counts in the comparison table are based on the table of groups from the supplementary information. In Table 4 is shown a "*" for each dataset and each screening method whether it has a learning algorithm that obtains significantly better performance than the best learning algorithm without screening. We can see that RReliefF and Mutual Information methods worked on Indoorloc dataset. However, screening methods didn't provide improvement of performance on the other four regression datasets.
In Table 5 are shown the counts of screening method-learner combinations that are in the top group. Combination of FSA with screening methods worked on the most PLOS 6/21 regression datasets 3 out of 5. However it was not a significant improvement compared to FSA without screening method which also worked on 3 out of 5 datasets. In Table 6 is shown the number of times each screening method was in the top performing group. In the first column, these methods were counted together with the learning algorithms they were applied. So there can be at most 15 counts (For each screening method there are three learning algorithms and five datasets total) in each cells. The second column shows the counts regardless learning algorithms. So there can be at most 5 counts in each cells. RReliefF and Mutual Information have the highest counts. But they only have 0 to 1 more count than Correlation and non screening method. 
Classification Results
The following results are based on the output generated by Matlab 2016b. Methods including Relief, T-score, chi-square score, logistic regression, naive Bayes, SVM, boosted decision trees are applied on datasets using their Matlab 2016b implementation. Methods including MRMR, Fisher score, Gini index are applied on datasets using the ASU repository implementation 1 . Some of the implementations only accept discrete predictors, so quantile discretization method is used based on the implementation [30] from Matlab File Exchange.
Performance Plots
In Fig 3, left are shown the AUC of the best learning algorithm vs. the number of features selected by a screening method for four of the classification datasets. In Fig 3, right, are shown the AUC of the best overall learning algorithm in each case (Boosted Trees for SMK CAN 187, Madelon and Dexter, FSA for Gisette) vs. the number of features selected by a screening method.
The plots show that all screening methods give higher best results on the SMK CAN 187 and Madelon datasets. Observe that on the SMK CAN 187 dataset all screening methods select a higher number of selected features than FSA when they reach their optimal values. For the Gisette dataset, all methods except RRelief show slightly better results, and only the Chi-square method shows a slight improvement on the Dexter dataset.
In Fig 4, left are shown the AUC of the best learning algorithm vs. the number of features selected by a screening method on the GLI 85 dataset. In Fig 4, right, are shown the AUC of FSA (for GLI 85 ) vs. the number of features selected by a screening method. We can observe that there is no screening method that can improve the performance of learning algorithms on this dataset.
Comparison Tables
In Table 7 is shown a "*" for each dataset and each screening method if it has a learning algorithm that obtains significantly better performance than the best learning algorithm without screening. We observe that Relief worked on two datasets (Madelon and SMK CAN 187 ). MRMR method only worked on SMK CAN 187 dataset. The other screening method worked on both Gisette and SMK CAN 187 datasets. Overall, except MRMR, the screening methods have similar performance on five classification datasets.
In Table 8 is shown for each screening method-learning algorithm combination the number of datasets for which it was in the top performing group. We can observe that the screening methods with boosted trees have the overall best performance on more than half of five classification datasets. And they have slight advantage compared to boosted trees without screening. FSA and SVM worked moderately well with several methods (including Chi-square Score, Gini Index, Relief, Mutual Information and T-score) on 2-3 out of the 5 datasets. Naive Bayes and Logistic regression didn't perform well on these five datasets.
In Table 9 , are shown the number of times each screening method was in the top performing group. In the first column, these methods were counted with respect to the learning algorithms they were applied. So there can be at most 25 counts (for each screening method there are five learning algorithms and five datasets) in each cell. The second column shows the counts with the best learning algorithm, so there can be at most 5 counts in each cell. The Chi-square score has the highest count. It's significantly higher than no screening. Gini Index, Relief, Mutual Information and T-score also have relative high counts when count including different learning algorithms. Each of these five screening methods has good performance on two more dataset than using no screening method when considering only the best learning algorithm for each method and each dataset. 
Conclusion
The screening methods that were evaluated in this paper show an improvement for most classification experiments. At the same time, the screening methods perform poorly for most regression tasks. In the classification tasks, the screening methods with boosted tree gives the best overall results. All seven classification screening methods we evaluated more or less improve the performance of learner. The Chi-square Score, Gini Index, Relief and Mutual Information work slightly better than other methods. It also can be seen from tables that the screening methods work well especially on learning algorithms that give poor results on their own. Compared to classification, there are fewer screening methods for regression problems. From our experiments, there is no outstanding screening method that can significantly improve the performance of regression. 
Supporting information
In this section we present the summary of the performance of each screening method-learning algorithm combination and their division into groups such that the difference between the best method and the worst method in each group is not significant at the 0.05 level. Table 10 are shown the groups, the mean R 2 of test data and standard error of mean estimation obtained over all the runs for the BMI dataset. Also shown are the number of features ω selected by the screening method and the number of features κ selected by the learning algorithm where the average R 2 is maximum. From Table 10 we see that the best learner is FSA and that the FSA results with and without screening methods belong to the same group indicating that the screening methods don't improve the performance of FSA significantly. The same holds for ridge regression. For boosted regression trees, the screening methods do provide a significant improvement. Also we can see the number of features selected by FSA is smaller than the number of features selected by the screening methods. So for FSA, the features selected by screening methods can still be reduced in order to get the best result. The same types of results are shown in Table 11 for the tumor dataset. Again, the best results are obtained with FSA and the FSA results with and without screening methods belong to the same group. So screening methods do not improve the performance of FSA in this case either. For ridge regression and boosted regression trees, the results with screening methods belong to higher tier groups than results without screening method, which means the screening methods work on those two learners. Also for FSA, the features selected by screening methods are further reduced in order to get the maximum result. Table 12 are shown the results for the CoEPrA2006 3 dataset. Again the FSA with or without screening are in the same (top) group. Only the results with screening methods for Ridge regression belong to higher tier group than without screening. So in this case, the screening methods only improve the performance of Ridge regression. Table 13 are shown the results for the Indoorloc dataset. Here we see that two results with screening methods for Boosted Trees belong to higher tier group than without screening. For FSA, there is only one such screening method. Therefore for this dataset, some screening methods help when it comes to Boosted Trees and FSA. Table 14 are shown the results for the Wikiface dataset. For each learner, the results without screening belong to higher group tiers than results with screening methods, which means screening methods do not improve the performance for this dataset.
Table of groups
In Table 15 are shown the results for Dexter, a classification dataset. We see that some results with screening methods for Naive Bayes and Logistic Regression belong to higher tier groups than those without screening. The results with and without screening methods belong to the same groups respectively for the other learners. For some of the FSA combinations, the number of selected features by screening methods and number of selected features by FSA are the same, meaning the screening methods already selected features that can give the best result.
In Table 16 are shown the results for Gisette. The results with and without screening belong to the same group for Boosted Decision Trees. So the screening methods can't improve the performance of Boosted Decision Trees in this case. A large portion of the results with screening for Naive Bayes, FSA, SVM and Logistic Regression belong to higher tier groups than those without screening, meaning that those screening methods can improve the performance of corresponding learning algorithms. For some of the FSA combinations, the number of selected features by screening methods and number of selected features by FSA are the same, meaning the screening methods already selected the features that can give the best result.
In Table 17 are shown the results for the SMK CAN 187 dataset. The results with screening for Naive Bayes and Logistic Regression belong to higher tier groups than those without screening. Results with and without screening belong to the same groups for the other learning algorithms respectively, except for the Relief/FSA combination and Relief/Boosted Decision Trees combination. Relief improves the performance of these two learning algorithms.
In Table 18 are shown the results for Madelon. The results with screening for Naive Bayes, SVM, Boosted Decision Trees and Logistic Regression belong to higher tier groups than those without screening. For FSA, only the result of Relief/FSA belongs to higher tier group than FSA without screening.
In Table 19 are shown the results for the GLI 85 dataset. The results with and without screening belong to the same groups for FSA, SVM and Boosted Decision Trees respectively. Screening methods can't improve these learning algorithms for this dataset. Results with screening for Naive Bayes and Logistic Regression belong to higher tier groups than those without screening, except for the Fisher-score method. The Fisher-score method doesn't improve the performance of Naive Bayes. 
